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beautiful sights in nature, and the delicate yet important differences between

each species are to the biologist a source of the keenest interest and

The sphagnum too plays an important part in the welfare of mankind
;

it forms the peat used by the Scotch and Irish for fuel, and regulates

to a great extent the water supply of mountain districts. For as the rain

falls, it is absorbed by the bog-mosses, whose stems are peculiarly foimed to

enable them to retain a great quantity of water
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reservoir is formed which is able, even in the hottest summer, to supply the

burns which trickle down the mountain side.

The many shades of colour found in the sphagnum add much beauty to

the moors and bogs where they grow, especially when the little drosera

and the blue forget-me-not sprout up among their feathery tufts
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prettier picture can be found than a mountain streamlet bordered by fresh

green moss, brightened by the coloured flowers which love to grow in these

soft damp nooks. The barbula, with its spirally twisted peristome teeth,

which are so sensitive to changes in the air, grows on every wall, and is

even known to appear on buildings before the mortar is dry. The poly-

tiichum, with the soft downy coat protecting the capsule, is one of the most
veil-known and also the most highly organised of mosses ;
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I find these words in a letter contributed to the letter-bag of Atalanta
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1 ana not exaggerating when I say that the ignorance of the majority
of English girls on the very commonest points in the economy of nature is
something quite extraordinary, while their knowledge of the animal life
around them is usually nil”

I will not say whether I think this sweeping assertion is true or not, but
will only draw attention to some ways in which I think it is possible for

parents to help to remove this ignorance and apathy, or rather never to

allow it to exist among their children. There is no innate dullness and
want of intelligence in the children themselves. Their keenness to “know”
and “discover” is far greater than ours, and above all their power of

perception of minute details is one of the characteristics of the child-mind.

But we who are “careful, and troubled about many things,” sometimes

forget this “ one thing needful,” I mean the environment which shall bring

our little ones into touch with “life,” and prepare a fertile soil into which

physical science shall be welcomed as a friend and companion. Meanwhile

it may work in with our religious lessons on the love and power ot our

Heavenly Father, who “hath made all things well.” Above all, let us

secure as companions and teachers in the early years those whose ejes are

open to the importance of this teaching. “ What a dirty pond °'u
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Parents’ Unions in Australia.-The following notes consist of extracts

from sermons preached at St. James’s, Sydney.

Nearly twenty years have passed since one who is deeply interested m

all educational questions spoke his mind plainly and emphatically with

respect to one of the many abuses of society-an abuse which creates

evils which it becomes more and more difficult to root out. The following

were his words

_

«My own profession constantly brings before me instances of an

immorality—so I think it should be called—which proceeds simply from

want of instruction in morals, which has most disastrous consequences,

and which, I believe, the Church could cure. I mean the habit which

fathers have of delegating altogether to others the education of their

children. Not from any indifference to the welfare of their children, not

from any deliberate contempt for moral obligation, but simply from never

having had this particular duty pointed out to them, they become guilty of

a neglect the immediate consequences of which are sometimes startling,

and the less direct and obvious consequences beyond calculation. . . .

The principle of division of labour is adopted. The father has not time
to do all that is necessary to be done for his children

;
part he will do him-

self, but part must be entrusted to others. He hands over to others the
child s education, his mind, his soul. He reserves to himself the finance
department. It is not easy to estimate the mischief produced by this
n ision of labour. I know scarcely any cause from which the community

suffers so much.”
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which it springs, and finds them to lie, not in an « causes from
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I take th,S a, my starling pent. There are those who regattl society asa multitude of human untts, a number of separate individuals who hat,somehow been brought together-probably for the mote convenient supnl
of common wants. I cannot so regard it. Without staying now to discuss
the objections to which this view is open, it may be enough to affirm (with
Professor Maurice) that society has its root in the family. The relations of
the household—husband and wife, parents and children, brothers and
sisters, masters and servants—are the germs of the different forms of

government. Everything that belongs to the organisation of society is

seen to have its beginnings in the relations of domestic life, in the family

and in the home.

“That society which nature has established for daily support is the

domestic.” Thus did Aristotle acknowledge the family to be the basis of

society. His words may serve to give emphasis to the first point on which

I would wish to dwell.

The relations of the family are the types of the relations of social life.

They cannot be loosened without serious danger. Society would quickly

fall to pieces were they—or any one of them—to be destroyed. The welfare,

the true advancement of society demand that they be held sacred. Beat

this carefully in mind.*****
We have need of organisations for uniting, strengthening, and assisting

fathers and mothers in the discharge of their parental duties. Call them

“Parents’ Unions,” or call them anything you like. Only do some g.

start something, which shall have the effect of rousing parents £
apathy, carelessness, indifference, which is characteristic o so

shall strike a vigorous blow at the prevailing parental neglect.

^

H. L. JACKSON, M.A., Cantab., Incumbent of St. James s,

Sydney,
New South Wales.

[We are much indebted to Mr. Jackson for these’
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particulars of his successful efforts to estabh h

Australia, to which we must needs wish e\ >


